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Datavideo is known as the manufacturer that has simplified workflows in AV, broadcast and live 
production in the last 32 years. Their latest innovation adds a streaming encoder and memory card 
recorder to their mobile production studios, the newest of which houses a complete 12 input 
switcher and multiviewer display in a briefcase , protecting it during transport. Datavideo has 
revolutionised mobile production like the coffee pod revolutionized and simplified brewing a cup  
of coffee.

Datavideo internationally

Datavideo is a leading manufacturer of innovative professional broadcast and AV products for live 
video production. Datavideo currently has more than 300 products in its line up including: 
switchers; monitors; converters; cameras; recorders; streaming encoders/ decoders; teleprompters; 
and intercom systems. 
All Datavideo products have an industry-leading three-year extended warranty, via online 
registration on the Datavideo Website. Datavideo has offices around the globe with its 
headquarters located in Taipei, Taiwan, and has distribution partners in virtually every country 
worldwide.

Datavideo in South Africa

Macro Video (Pty) Ltd is the official distributor in southern Africa, and after more than 20 years has 
excellent knowledge of the product family. Macro Video’s stand at the MediaTech Africa show is 
always popular and well-supported. Representation from Datavideo’s European Head Office is on 
hand at the show as well as local dealers from the Western Cape, KZN, and Gauteng to meet clients 
and demonstrate new equipment. 

Switch, mix, record and stream equipment 

Miniaturising a complete studio into a hand carry-able, mobile video studio attaché case is no mean feat. Datavideo has done just that, and 
currently has five highly portable mobile video (Mobile Cast) studios that are hand-carry solutions. 

* HS-3200 features 12 inputs (8x SDI + 4x HDMI) and 9 outputs (6x SDI + 3x HDMI). It is full 1080P/ 1080i, featuring 4x upstream keyers, supporting 
Chroma- and Luma-key, 8x PIP, 2x DSK, delivering streaming and memory card recording.

* HS-1600T is a 3 input HD BaseT switcher with RJ-45 connectors running camera control, video and audio signal as well as power, via easily 
obtainable and inexpensive CAT6A cable. It streams and records as well.

* HS-1300 features 6 inputs, (4x SDI + 2x HDMI) and 5 outputs (2x SDI + 3x HDMI). Extremely good value for money and based on the SE-1200 , it 
boasts dual chroma-key, and PIP, streaming as well as recording.

* HS-2850 and HS-2200 will switch and mix, and offer integrated intercom. The record and stream functions can be added externally. 

Mobile video studios by Macro Video 

Tailor made solutions are also available for customers that require something specific. Macro Video produces its own mobile solutions by mounting  
components as per client requirements in custom-designed aluminium cases. These systems are custom-built, based on the Datavideo SE-500HD and SE-650  
4 input switchers. 

This modular system allows almost any combination of equipment (such as 
Datavideo’s ITC-100 intercom system, HDR-70 hard drive recorder, HDR-1 USB 
recorder, new NVS-33 streaming encoder, distribution amplifiers, and various 
converters) to be installed in the aluminium case with a full HD 19.5’’ LCD 
screen mounted in the lid. With the appropriate component(s), these  
hand-carry solutions will also SWITCH, MIX, RECORD and STREAM!

Datavideo complete integrated mobile 
solutions for live production


